MIRASOL IN THE NEWS: Featured on BNN’s Opportunities in Exploration Mining Companies (January 27, 2010)

Mirasol Resources was featured on Business News (BNN) program *Opportunities in Exploration Mining Companies*, on Wednesday January 27, 2010. In the interview, Chris Thompson, mining analyst at Haywood Securities Inc., commented on Mirasol’s management and programs at the Joaquin Project, a joint venture being drilled by Coeur d’Alene Mines, and the new Virginia silver vein zone discovery announced in early January. Mirasol was profiled in Haywood Securities’ recently-published *Junior Exploration Report*. Mr. Thompson stated:

“I like Mirasol a lot primarily because of the exploration team. They have a relatively large land package in Santa Cruz Province (Argentina). They’ve got a very prospective property (Joaquin) which has obviously attracted Coeur… (where) they will potentially get carried through feasibility to a level of funding. So Mirasol is very attractive mainly because of the exploration savvy that the management and exploration team offers.”

“They also, I might add, are advancing a 100%-owned property which will hopefully give them the exploration upside to develop something by themselves.”

To listen to the entire interview, please [click here](#).
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